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Data preparation 

TF-perturbation response data 

For yeast, we downloaded the microarray data for transcriptional responses 15 minutes after 

inductions of 194 TF using the ZEV induction system (Hackett et al. 2020). Column 

log2_shrunken_timecourses from the file “Raw & processed gene expression data” at 

https://idea.research.calicolabs.com/data was used as the levels of responses. Since these 

values were already shrunken towards zero during analysis, any gene with a non-zero value 

was defined as responsive.  

For human K562 cells, we used all RNA-seq expression profiles measured after gene knockout 

(KO) or knockdown (KD) in K562 cells from the ENCODE Project database (Dunham et al. 

2012; Davis et al. 2018; Abascal et al. 2020). TFKO and TFKD mechanisms include TF-

disabling mutations introduced by CRISPR, CRISPR inference (CRISPRi), small-interfering 

RNA (siRNA), and small-hairpin RNA (shRNA). We downloaded the expected counts of 

experimental and control profiles that were estimated using RSEM in the ENCODE RNA-seq 

pipeline and genome assembly GENCODE V24 (GRCh38). For each of the 355 experiments, 

we ran DESeq2 (V1.10.1) (Love et al. 2014) to identify differentially expressed genes by 

comparing the experimental replicates to the corresponding control replicates. Genes with 

Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted P-value < 0.05 and log2 fold-change > 0.5 were considered 

responsive. 

For human H1 (hESC) cells, we used all RNA-seq reads downloaded from NCBI bioproject 

PRJDB5361 (Nakatake et al. 2020). We ran Nextflow’s nf-core/rnaseq to get RSEM expected 

counts for experimental and control samples for which we had binding data. We ran DESeq2 

(Love et al. 2014) to identify differentially expressed genes by comparing the experimental 

replicates to the corresponding control replicates. Genes with adjusted P < 0.05 and absolute 

log2 fold-change > 0.5 were considered responsive. 

For human HEK293 cells, we used all RNA-seq profiles measured after overexpression of each 

of 80 C2H2 zinc finger transcription factors. Specifically, we downloaded the processed 

overexpression data from NCBI GEO Series GSE76495 (Schmitges et al. 2016)(file 

GSE76495_OE .vsd_normalized.log2.txt.gz). Each profile represents the magnitude of 

differential expression as the profile was batch normalized by subtracting it to the median value 

of each sequencing batch in log space. Due to the lack of replicates, there was no statistical 

significance to be calculated; therefore, genes with absolute log2 fold-change > 0.5 were 

considered responsive. 

Pre-perturbation gene expression data 

The pre-perturbation expression level feature is the median gene expression level across all 

samples measured prior to the TF perturbation. For K562 and H1 (RNA-Seq data), we used the 

log TPM levels among all replicates of control samples from the respective perturbation projects 

(Dunham et al. 2012; Davis et al. 2018; Abascal et al. 2020; Nakatake et al. 2020). For HEK293, 

due to the lack of control data, we downloaded RNA-seq profiles of wildtype replicates from 

NCBI GEO Series GSE122425 (Sun et al. 2019). We removed genes with coefficient of 

variation > 0.3 because of their extremely low read count. We then calculated the median log 

TPM levels of all replicates. For yeast (microarray data) we used log fluorescence levels of the 

red (experimental) channel measured at time 0 (before each of the TF inductions).  

https://idea.research.calicolabs.com/data
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To construct a gene expression variation feature that is independent of the expression level, we 

used the method of (Sigalova et al. 2020). First, we computed the coefficient of variation (COV) 

of expression level in pre-perturbation samples for each gene.  Next, we plotted all genes’ COV 

against their median expression level and fit a smooth curve using locally estimated scatterplot 

smoothing (LOESS) regression (Python scikit-misc V0.1.3). Each gene’s detrended expression 

variation feature was the residual of its COV from the LOESS fit (Supplemental Fig. S2: right 

panels). 

TF binding location data 

All coordinate-dependent features were mapped to yeast genome build sacCer3 and human 

build GRCh38. Yeast binding location data were generated using transposon calling cards 

(Wang et al. 2011; Shively et al. 2019; Kang et al. 2020) or ChIP-exo (Bergenholm et al. 2018; 

Holland et al. 2019). For the calling cards data (16 TFs) we lifted over the transposon insertion 

coordinates, which were originally mapped based on sacCer2, to sacCer3 using the LiftOver 

tool in UCSC genome browser. And we considered a target is significantly bound if 

P≤0.001 reported in the publications. The binding locations and strengths of ChIP-exo peaks 

for 20 yeast TFs were obtained directly from the authors of Bergenholm et al. (2018) and 

Holland et al. (2019). Kang et al. (2020) reported that among the four environmental conditions, 

the bound targets of these TFs in glucose limited chemostat condition have the best agreement 

with the perturbation-responsive targets at 15 minutes after TF induction, so we focused on this 

condition. A peak defined by the authors was required to have signal to noise ratio > 2. Peak 

locations were reported for the genome of yeast strain CEN.PK, so we lifted them over to 

coordinates in sacCer3 (strain S288C) as follows. First, since the loci of TFBSs were reported 

as relative distances to CEN.PK TSSs, these loci were converted to the relative distances to the 

ORFs using the CEN.PK TSS annotation 

(https://github.com/SysBioChalmers/ChIPexo_Pipeline/blob/master/Data/TSSData.tsv). Due to 

high similarity of the two yeast strains, we assumed that the relative distance of each TFBS to 

CEN.PK ORF are the same for the matching S288C ORF. Next, the relative distances were 

converted to absolute genomic coordinates in sacCer3 using S288C gene annotation from 

the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD).  

We downloaded ChIP-seq peaks for 42 TFs in K562 cells and 23 TFs in H1 cells from the 

ENCODE Project (Dunham et al. 2012; Davis et al. 2018; Abascal et al. 2020). All peaks were 

mapped to GRCh38 to allow their proper assignment to regulatory regions. We only consider a 

gene to be a TF if has well-defined DNA-binding factors according to ref. (Lambert et al. 2018). 

We used only the “conservative” peaks, which had Irreproducible Discovery Rate <= 2%. The 

log10 q-value reported for each peak was used as the binding signal feature. For HEK293 cells 

we downloaded the ChIP-seq peaks from NCBI GEO series GSE76494 (file 

GSE76494_combined_summits.motif_hits.per_protein.hg19.tar.gz) (Schmitges et al. 2016). The 

genomic coordinates were then converted to GRCh38 using the LiftOver tool in UCSC genome 

browser. 

Histone modifications and chromatin accessibility data 

For yeast, we used histone modification data harvested prior to the addition of a diamide stress 

from ref. (Weiner et al. 2015), which was produced using MNase-ChIP-Seq (GEO accession 

https://github.com/SysBioChalmers/ChIPexo_Pipeline/blob/master/Data/TSSData.tsv
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GSE61888, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). We used chromatin accessibility data at 

harvested prior to the introduction of osmotic stress from ref. (Schep et al. 2015) (GSE66386). 

The coordinates of all yeast genomic features were mapped to sacCer3. For each of the three 

human cells, we downloaded the coverage data (fold change over control) for histone 

modifications and chromatin accessibility for the respective cell type from ENCODE (Dunham et 

al. 2012; Davis et al. 2018; Abascal et al. 2020). And we supplemented the coverage data for 

H3K27me3 in HEK293 cells using NCBI GEO dataset GSM3907592 (Lamb et al. 2019) due to 

its unavailability in ENCODE. The coordinates of all human genomic features were mapped to 

GRCh38. 

Mapping genome-wide features to cis-regulatory regions 

We defined yeast promoter regions as 1,000 bp upstream to 500 bp downstream from the 

transcription start site (TSS). TSS coordinates were obtained from ref. (de Boer et al. 2020). 

Inputs for each genome-wide feature were mapped relative to the TSS and summed over each 

of 15 100-bp-bins to create 15 features. 

For the human cells, TSS coordinates in GRCh38 were downloaded from Ensembl Release 92 

(Cunningham et al. 2019). For each gene, we defined the 5’ promoter to be 4 Kb centered on 

the 5’-end TSS, alternative promoters to be 4 Kb region centered at any TSS that is more than 2 

Kb from the 5’-end TSS, and enhancers to be enhancers that are linked to the gene in the 

GeneHancer V4.8 database (Fishilevich et al. 2017). We used only “double elite” enhancers, 

meaning that the enhancers existence and linkage to the target gene are both supported by at 

least two distinct types of evidence. Enhancers that are more than 500 Kb from the 5’-end TSS 

were removed. 

Each gene must have an equal number of features to create a rectangular feature matrix, even 

though genes differ greatly in how many alternative TSSs and enhancers they have. For TSSs, 

we primarily focused on 5’-end, for two reasons. First, approximately half of all alternative TSSs 

fall within the 2 Kb region downstream from the 5’-end TSS (Supplemental Fig. S1A). The 

promoter regions of these nearby alternative TSSs largely overlap with that of the 5’ TSS, so we 

did not think it necessary to create separate features for them. Second, the 5’ TSS and others 

within 2 kb of it account for approximately three times as much transcription as the TSSs usage 

outside the region, according to Fantom5 CAGE data (Forrest et al. 2014; Lizio et al. 2019) 

(Supplemental Fig. S1B). Alternative promoters outside of this region (median distance 26 kb) 

were treated as enhancers, since enhancers and promoters share most of their properties and 

functions (Andersson and Sandelin 2020). Signals located in enhancers were aggregated into 

features in two ways. The first method (Prom + bin enhan; Fig. S3, blue) sums signals within 

each of 32 bins upstream of the 5’ end promoter region and another 32 bins downstream. The 

width of the bin closest to the TSS was 1 Kb and each subsequent bin was larger by 1 Kb. For 

example, the widths of the three bins closest to the TSS are 1 Kb, 2 Kb, and 3 Kb. Together, the 

32 bins on each side of the promoter covered 498 Kb (-500 Kb to -2 Kb or +2 Kb to +500 Kb). 

The second method (Prom + agg enhan, Fig. S3, green) sums enhancer signals 500 Kb 

upstream or downstream of the promoter into two features. Note that only signals that fell within 

defined enhancers were used. 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
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Predicting TF-perturbation responses using cross-validation 

For each cell type, we trained and tested a model for predicting whether a gene will respond to 

the perturbation of TFs by cross validating across all TFs. Each instance is a pair of protein 

coding gene and TF. In a cross-validation fold, 90% of the TFs were selected at random; 

therefore, a model was trained to predict the responsiveness of every gene under the 

perturbation of each selected TF using the genomic and genetic features associated with the 

gene (e.g., binding signals of the corresponding TF, gene expression features in unperturbed 

conditions). To assess the model performance, the model was then tested against the held-out 

TFs. We trained the models using gradient boosted trees implemented in XGBoost library (V 
0.90) (Chen and Guestrin 2016). We set the learning rate (eta) to 0.01, the minimum loss 

reduction at a tree node (gamma) to 5, the subsampling rate on features to 0.8, and 

subsampling rate on training instances to 0.8. To account for the different number of instances 

for yeast and human cells, we set the number of gradient boosted trees to 500 for yeast models 

and 2,500 for human models. In each cross-validation fold, training data were transformed to Z-

scores and test data were consequently transformed by using the scaling factors learned from 

training data. Precision-recall curves were calculated by comparing the predicted probability of 

response to the true categorization of genes as responsive or not responsive. 

 

Using SHAP to quantify the influences of features on predictions 

We employed the SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) framework (V0.35.0) (Lundberg and 

Lee 2017; Lundberg et al. 2018) to quantify the extent to which each feature contributes to the 

predicted probability of responsiveness for each gene (TreeExplainer function). SHAP uses a 

linear model to approximate the predictions for artificially constructed instances in the 

neighborhood of each actual instance. SHAP values explain why one particular prediction – one 

TF-gene pair – differs from the average prediction for all genes in response to perturbation of 

that TF. Positive values indicate how strongly a particular feature value pushes the model 

toward assigning the gene a higher probability of responding, while negative values represent 

how strongly the value pushes the model toward assigning the gene a lower probability of 

responding. 

 

Aggregating SHAP values across genes sets 

To characterize the effect of a particular feature for a set of genes, we separately summed its 

positive and negative SHAP values over genomic bins for each gene. We then averaged the 

positive sums over all genes and, separately, the negative sums. Formally, we calculated mean 

positive SHAP value 𝑆𝑘
+ and mean negative SHAP value 𝑆𝑘

− as: 

 

𝑆𝑘
+ = ∑ ∑ ϕ𝑖𝑗𝑘 𝟙(0,+∞)(ϕ𝑖𝑗𝑘)/|𝐺′|

𝑗∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐺′
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𝑆𝑘
− = ∑ ∑ ϕ𝑖𝑗𝑘 𝟙(−∞,0)(ϕ𝑖𝑗𝑘)/|𝐺′|

𝑗∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐺′

 

 

where ϕ𝑖𝑗𝑘 is the SHAP value for gene 𝑖 in bin 𝑗 for feature 𝑘, 𝐺′ is the set of gene indices, (𝐺′ ⊆

G, where 𝐺 is for all genes), and 𝐵 is the set of bin indices. For coordinate-independent features 

(e.g., pre-perturbation gene expression), 𝐵 has size of one. We defined the Net influence of a 

feature on predictions for a set of genes as a single sum including both positive and negative 

SHAP values of the feature over the set of genes. Net influence measures the feature’s overall 

direction of influence. Global feature importance is the sum of absolute values of the SHAP 

values of a feature for genes in the set. Global feature importance measures how important the 

feature is in determining the model’s prediction, regardless of direction. 

 

Calculating the P-values using randomized permutation experiments 

We trained 35 randomly permuted models for the Calling Cards, ChIP-exo, H1, and K562 

datasets. We trained 5 randomly permuted models for the HEK293 dataset due to time and 

memory constraints. We predicted the log10 standard deviations with OLS using the log10 SD 

of the permuted model AUPRCs for TFs which had random expectation > 0.01 (log10 random 

expectation > -2). For TFs with random expectation > 0.01, we used the SD on the fitted line to 

calculate the Z-score; for TFs with random expectation ≤ 0.01, we used the permuted AUPRC 

SD. We then calculated a P-value in an upper-tail hypothesis test using these Z-scores. To 

account for the fewer randomly permuted models for the HEK293 datatset, we regressed over 

the top SD values in each quintile, binning by random expectation. 
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